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MIO-WINTED HOP AT- DANGE A LA WINTHROP CORPS REGS THAT
SAVANNAH ALUMNI
TWO BIG FORMAL
HERE FRIDAY NIGHT COACHCODY REMAIN
TENDED RY MANY
ENJOY GREAT PROGRAM DANCESPOSTPONED
Address by Dr. Daniel and Athletic Ball to be on April
11, Taps Masquerade on ApMusic by Jungaleers Fearil 25
ture in Elaborate Affair
At a very elaborate dinner and
dance, which featured an address
by Dr. D. W. Daniel and music by
"Pert" Hodges and his Clemson College Jungaleer Orchestra, the Clemson Club of Savannah was host
Saturday night, March 8, to the
members of the Clemson Alumni of
Southeastern Georgia and South
Carolina. The affair was characterized by the prevalence of a Clemson schoolday atmosphere and ininformality which afforded many
former students an opportunity to
relive briefly the many happy days
spent in Tigertown.
The entire
program evidenced the truth of the
axiom, "Once a Tiger, always a
Tiger."
Dr. Daniel, in his usual interesting and entertaining style of speaking, stressed the fact that Clemson
College expects its alumni to take
a never-dying interest in the affairs of the college and in the affairs of the various communities
in which they live.
L. L. McDonald, who is president
of the Savannah Club and one of
Clemson's most ardent supporters,
presided over the banquet, which
was held in the main dining room
of the Hotel DeSoto of Savannah.
The jovial executive adde much
wit and humor to the very spirited
occasion.
Besides the address of Dr. Daniel,
Mayor Saussy of the city of Savannah made an address of welcome, in
which he humorously assured ail
visitors that the city welcomed them.
Short but interesting addresses were
also made by J. G. Gee, director of
Clemson Athletics, Col. E. George
Butler, of Savannah, and J. G.
Adams, of Clemosn.
The Clemson
Jungaleers, the
student dance orchestra of Tigertown, gained well-earned recognition for the three-hour program of
red hot modern dance music and
romantic love songs. The Bengal
Musicians were at their best, which
was indeed great.
Robbie Smitli
and Dick Voight, two Jungaleer
tenor soloists, earned much applausb
for their romance-inspiring vocal
numbers. The orchestra proved, to
the people of Savannah and to many
persons who heard them via radio
that Tigertown has great musical
talent and hot orchestras as well as
great athletic teams.
Among those present were:
Mr. and Mrs. Aldrich, Malcolm
Bell, Stanley I. Bond, T. L. Bradley,
Mr. and Mrs. Alex Cassels, Mr. and
Mrs. Porter H. Clark, Ed Clement,
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Davis, J. W.
Denning, Kenneth Drake, Mr. and
Mrs. C. B. Free, Mr. and Mrs. H.
Y. Glenn, Paul Hart, J. C. Haskell,
Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Howard, Mr.
and Mrs. W. D. Hutchins, Glenn
Johnson, S. D. Lowe, Mr. and Mrs.
W. S. Middleton, Mr. and Mrs. J.
N. McBride, Mr. and Mrs. L. L. McDonald, Alex McDonald, Mr. and
Mrs. McGinley, Mr. and Mrs. J. 3.
FcKerley, John Opper, W. H. Ram(Continued on page 51

Several changes have been made
in the dance schedule which has
been previously announced. The
Athletic Ball scheduled for March
27, has been advanced to April 11.
This change has been made because
it will accommodate both cadets and
their l'ady friends much better than
would the previous date. The Clemson spring holidays begin on the 28th
of March and a dance on the night
before deplarturee would, be rather
inconvenient. The 27th falls on
Thursday. This date is inconvenieut
for the ladies because the majority
of those who attend other colleges
would, not be able to be excused
from classes on that day. The Tiger dance committees desire to make
plans suitable to everyone which
is the reason the above dates have
been changed.
The Taps Masquerade Ball has
been changed from April 18. to April
25. This has been done so as not
to allow the two dates to come so
close together.
The young ladies
who attend Clemson dances are provided for by the ladies of the campus who inconvenience themselves
considerably to care for them in
their homes. For this reason the
dates have been extended so as not
to burden the hostesses excessively.

J. W. NEWMAN COMMANDSJR. PLATOON
Newman Elected Last Week
To Succeed F. B. Farr
At a meeting of the picked Junior Platoon held last Thursday during chapel hour, J. W. Newman, a
Regimental Staff Sergeant was elected from a group of three nominees
to succeed Cadet Colonel F. B. E'ai'r
in commanding the platoon which
will represent Clemson in the annual picked platoon contest wh'ch
is held during the summer at. Camp
McClellan, Ala.
Newman has already taken command of the platoon and will continue in charge until after the contest at camp.
A number of capable cadets were
mentioned as leader, and each was
allowed to drill the platoon for a
few minutes. Later a final vote was
taken which resulted in the election
of J. W. Newman. Under his able
leadership the platoon is sure to uphold the standards of Clemson at
camp.
Last year this organization, composed of the present Senior Class,
under the able leadership of F. B.
Farr were nozed out by the rivals
from the Citadel. This was not due
to their lack of drilling ability, but
rather to the super-ability displayed
by the rivals from the "City by the
Sea".
However, this summer the
platoon is hoping to outclass the
Citadel.
In fact, the cadet corps
believes that the coveted trophy will
be anchored among the foot-hill*
of the Blue Ridge next September

First Dance After Quarantine Informal Dance During Winthrop's Holidays to be SponWas Enjoyed by Large
sored by Winthrop DaughCrowd
ters of Campus
The Mid-Winter Hop given by the
In order that the opportunity of
Senior Dancing Club last Friday
evening, March 7, proved to be one giving a dance which Winthrop girls
of the best dances of the year. The can attend may not slip by, the local
music was furnished by Russ Bolin members of the Winthrop Daughters
-we arranged to have an informa.
and his Original Cotton Pickers, an
eleven piece recording orchestra that dance here on the evening of Friday
waxed hot at the beginning of the 14, in the old gym.
The dance will begin at seven at
dance and. became better and better
o'clock and last until ten-thirty, and,
as the night progressed.
The dance was held in the old strange as it may seem, the struggymnasium which was decorated gling will start promptly at seven.
very attractively in blue and white This unusual hour was necessarily
paper streamers. Greenhouse plants chosen so that the affair would not
formed a border around the edge of be considered a regular dance. Only
a certain number of formal dances
the floor.
Many beautiful girls from all over are permitted at Clemson during the
the South were present and their year.
There will be no doubt as to the
cay costumes and merry laughter
inspired everyone to have a good presence of an abundance of girls.
Winthrop will be out for Spring Holtime.
The following fair visitors attend- idays at the time, and that in itself
should be sufficient proof. There
ed the hop:
will also be a number of girls from
(Continued on page 5)
Seneca, Anderson, and other neighboring towns. The ladies of the
campus have consented to furnish a
number of cars for the conveyance
of these girls to and from their
respective homes.
The music for the occasion is to be
Chemistry, Rayon, and Dyeing furnished by "Rat Rhythm Kings",
an orchestra composed of Freshmen
Laboratories Being Renomaking their debut in the realm ol
vated
melody.
It is hoped that the Corps will givt
The textile chemistry, rayon and
a unanimous response to this dance
dyeing
laboratories
at
Clemson
and fill the old gym to its capacity.
College Textile School have been
The campus ladies who are giving
recently remodeled and entirely renthe dance are attempting to raise
ovated so as to make room for
money for the purpose of making
considerable new equipment which
certain scholarships to Winthrop
is being installed.
Some of the new equipment re- possible. It would be impossible for
cently installed includes a small size Clemson to have any dances at till
combination raw stock and package if it were not for the kindness of
dyeing machiane made by the Colum- these same ladies of the campus, and
bus Truck and Supply Company, a the corps should feel obligated to
small Chattanooga cotton raw stock attend this one in order to show their
dyeing machine, rubber lined dyeing appreciation to these people.

NEW EQUIPMENT FOR
TEXTILELABORATORY

machine, rubber lined dyeing, bleachand diazotizing tanks manufactured
by the American Hard Rubber Company, a Laundry-Ometer for testing
the fastness of colors to washing,
a Permutit water softening plant, a
glass cell pH determination equipment, considerable new colorimetric
pH apparatus, some new rayon man ufacturing equipment, a small laboratory centrifuge suitable for small
skeins, liquid chlorine bleaching apparatus, sulfur dioxide antichlorine
equipment, Monel metal rayon dyeing tanks, two new types of spray
printing apparatus for textiles, etc
Among other new equipment now
on order are included more large
size Monel metaldye tubs, complete
pressure kier cotton boiling apparatus of the latest type, temperature
control apparatus, more rayon manufacturing apparatus, etc., These will
be installed in the near future.
In selecting this apparatus, every
effort has been made to select the
very best types of equipment possible to demonstrate the actual plant
scale operations in the laboratorywith the idea of giving the student
-very opportunity to gain industrial

Y, M. G. A, PLANS
EXTENSIVE TRIP
Twenty-Day Tour of North
Open to All Cadets
Visiting
Charlotte,
Richmond,
Washington,
Philadelphia,
New
York, up the Hudson to West Point.
Returning via Shenandoah Valley,
Washington and Lee University,
Winston-Salem, Asheville and the
last glorious days at Blue Ridge, N.
C.
Over 2,000 miles travel with meals
and bunks for less than the round
trip to New York wiuld cost.
Visiting Y. M. C. A.'s, schools,
colleges, and. hundreds of sight-seeing trips.
Room for 17 men.
Leave Clemson Tuesday, June 3rd,
right after Commencement. Return
via speedy bus on June 23rd.
Ask any of the fellows who made
the trip last year: Hudgens, D. C,
Smith. O. R., Clayton, L. O., Wallace Friday, John Durst. Avera

Student Body Marches Single
File to Homes of Coach and
President to Express Wishes
The fact that the Clemson College student body is unanimously in
favor of the retaining of Josh Cody
as Head Coach of Clemson athletics
—no matter what the costs may be
was clearly manifested Monday evening just after supper, when the entire corps of cadets marched in
snake dance formation to the residence of the jovial mentor, who
has been responsible for the rejuvination of Tiger athletics, and. from
there to the home of President Sikes.
Clemson students, recalling perhaps as no one else, just how much
Mr. Cody has done and is still doing
for the athletics of this; school, have
been for some time vitally interested
In the problem of the expiration of
the contract of the popular Head
Coach. However, it has been just
recently that they have come to realize the real possibility of losing him.
In pehaps the most concerted effortto express admiration and desire
ever staged in Tigertown, the entire student body led by the band
visited the homes of Dr. Sikes and
Mr. Cody, and through cheers, songs,
and speeches expressed their sincere
feelings concerning the question of
who is to be coach at Clemson next
year.

CIVIL ENGINEER!
HEARJPAJING TALK
C.

E. McClintock Talks to
Civil Students on "Hot Bituminous Pavements"

On Monday afternoon, March 10,
the members of the Civil Engineering Department were addressed by
Mr. C. E. McClintock, district engineer of the Warrenite Paving
Company- of
Cambridge, Mass
This company is one of the largest
of its kind in the United States, and
has branch offices scattered all over
the world.
Mr. McClintock gave a very interesting and instructive illustrated
lecture on the subject of "Hot Bituminous Pavements" in which he
-howed and explained in detail the
various steps in the mixing of the
asnhaltic materials and the subsequent construction of the pavements.
In this lecture, Mr. McClintock also
explained the most modern designs
of pavements, and showed their advantages over earlier types of construction. In general he gave the
"civil engineers" a number of pointers on details of the construction of
bithulithic pavements which will be
of profit to them when they get out
in the world of practice.
Webb, Webb, J. E., Charlie Famish.
Charlie Hogarth, Holtzy, Dan Shu-. L. E. Hendrix and Lewis Moore
head.
See Y. M. C. A. Hand Book,
page 66 for account of trip last
year.
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LETTUCE, Fancy Iceberg, 2 heads
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CELERY, Large Crisp Well Bleached Stalk

.10
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.25

SALT, Morton's Iodized, 3 packages

-25
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KRAUT, 2 No. 2y2 Cans

.25
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CALUMET BAKING POWDER, 1 pound can

.27

MIXED VEGETABLES, 2 No. Cans

.25

BROOMS, 5 String, Misses' Handle

.37

MILKY WAY, 3 Bars

.10

CHEWING GUM, 3 Packages

.10

AMMONIA, Parson's Household

.13
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CAMPUS NOTES
Professor and Mrs. W. B. Aall
gave a delightful bridge party last
Saturday evening at their home on
the campus. Tables were arranged
for twenty giiests and following the
games a salad course was served.
:
'"Miss Margaret Sikes of Monroe
N. O, visited Dr. and Mrs. E. W.'
Sikes for a few days last week
Mrs. H. H. Willis entertained
sixteen ladies at a lovely bridge
party last Tuesday afternoon in her1
home. The house was very attractively decorated in jonquils and
other spring flowers.
After the
game a salad course was served.

Mrs. J. C. Cody spent. a few days
last week in Atlanta visiting her
old home..
Mrs. J. L. Marshall of Greenwood
is spending some time at Clemson,
the guest of her son, Professor J.
L. Marshall.
Mrs. Frances Brearley has arrived to spend the spring and sutrivner with her son, Professor H. C.
Brearley and his family.
TEXTILE STUDENTS IN DEMAND
Clemcon College Textile School
now has a number of positions open
in Europe and South America and
will be glad to hear from graduates
of wide experience in weaving rayon with cotton or silk, as well as
men with a more general experience
in rayon knitting, etc.
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Clove:- Blossom,

CHEESE,
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$1.00

.10

SYRUP,

When a person is invested with a certain amount of authority, he is presented with two alternatives. He has the choice
of using his authority either as a weapon or as an executive
office. His success in this capacity depends, of course, on the
course he elects to follow. If he uses his power as a means
to attain his own selfish ends, ruthlessly, he will be rightly
branded a hypocrite and a tyrant. If, on the other hand, he
utilizes his office for what it was originally intended to be
used, he will be considered a gentleman.
A person's character has not received the acid test until he
has proved that he is capable of exerting authority without
acquiring a swelled head in the process. Authority seems to
possess some dangerous quality, which it is necessary for us
to stifle and destroy. It will not be difficult for an intelligent
and sensible person to overcome this danger, but a fool will
not know how to cope wit it, and it is because of such fools
that articles are written on the subject of misplaced authority.
These fools who sometimes manage to obtain a little authority fall into three classes: the greedy type, who are always
striving for greater authority; the swell-heads, who distinctly
feel their importance; and the hypocrites, who use their
power to settle personal grudges. Of course, none of these
types are particularly popular, but it is the last, the hypocrite,
who is the real menace. It is he that causes so much dissention and trouble. However, it is often difficult to realize
a person is a hypocrite until we have given him a little power,
and then it is often too late for us to remedy our delusion.
A little authority, like a little learning, is a dangerous thing.
It has a tendency to affect the head in much the same way as
wine, and since the use of wine is now barred by prohibition,
an office of authority is about the only intoxicant that can be
lawfully used.
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11. 'The Far Call."
12. 'Life At Its Best."
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VESPER SERVICES
At the regular Vesper service
Sunday evening, March 8, the Furman Gospel Team presented one of
the best programs that the Clemson
students have had the privilege of
hearing this year. The team was
composed of A. P. Austin, the leader; S. J. Derrey, H. A. Hurt, H. L.
Fergerson, and J. Dew
The subject for the evening was,
"The Kind of Lit* That Christ
"Would Have Lived in College." The
program was as ofllows
1. Piano Solo, J. Dew.
2. "The
Athletic
Life
that
Christ would have lived on the campus"—S. J. Deery.
3. ' "What the Social Life of
Christ would have 'been at college*
—H. A. Hurt.
4. "What
Christ's
Scholastic
standing would have been while at
college"—H. R. Austin.
5. "The
Religious life
that
Christ would have lived, on the campus"—H. L. Fergerson.
The Furman part of the program
was closed by a prayer by H. L. Fergerson. The program met with great
approval, and the team has a cordial welcome to return at their earliest convenience.
SOCIAL. AT THE "Y"
The Cabinet, Freshman, Sophomore, and Junior Councils, and their
girl friends enjoyed a delightful social at the Y. M. C. A. Saturday
evening, March 8, at seven thirty.
Upon arriving the Cadets wtih
their girl friends werwe invited into the Club room of the "Y". When
practically everyone had arrived the
group went down to the pool and
enjoyed a good, swim. While in the
pool various contests were enjoyed.
A delightful game of water polo
seemed to be very interesting. A
treasure hunt for Hershey bars kept
the group busy for a while. Cadet
Allen Johnstone was the lucky one
in finding the bar with the slip indicating that he was the lucky one.
The prize was a 'box of Whitman's
candy; this he distributed, among
the group present. A relay proved
Cadet Francis Irby's team to be the
superior, and the prize was enjoyed
by the entire team.
Lastly, the
"Plunge" by the girls proved Miss
Tootsie Mills to be the superior. A
box of Norris candy was presented
her for her ability to plunge such
a great distance.
At eight-thirty the group abandoned the pool and proceeded to
the cafe where delightful refreshments were served.
Nine o'clock found the entire
group in the auditorium being entertained by "Jazz Heaven" and
"Roadhouse Inn". At this time the
boys took the girls home and retired to barracks after an delightful
evening.

SOPHOMORE COUNCIL MEETS
On Tuesday evening, March 4, the
Sophomore Council gathered in Dr.
Mullin's class room in the Textile
building.
Dr. Mullin showed the
fellows his wonderful collection of
Textiles which
came from every
quarter of the globe. He has some
especially beautiful block prints
from the Isle of Java. There is any
number of beautiful pieces of colored or dyed goods in silk, cotton,
linen, and plush.
Some of these
are tied and dyed, some block
prints, some
painted,
and some
waxed and dyed.
Another interesting group is the
fine collection of miniature in cloth.
In these miniatures are woven figures that are almost perfect, even
to the expressions, smiles and wrin-

kles of the face.
The valuable collection is the private property of Dr. Mullins and
was personally acquired by him in
many foreign countries. The boys
thoroughly enjoyed the display and
thank Dr. Mullins very much for
the interest in showing the goods.
CABINET MEETING
The Y. M. C. A. Ca'binet met in
the Cabinet room of the "Y" Monday evening, March 3, at 6:45.
The devotional was led. by C. V.
Rentz. After reading the scripture
the group was led in a few words
of prayer by Mr. P. B. Holtzendroff.
The new officers for the year '30-'3l
met with the cabinet and discussed
the prospective members for the
new cabinet. Each member present suggested the men, in his opinion, most suitable for the position,
and, submitted them to the new
President and Vice-President. The
thirty men having the greatest number of votes were chosen and the
new Cabinet will be selectd from
these men.
Refreshments were served and the
meeting adjourned.
The Cabint
met at the home of Prof, and Mrs.
A. B. Bryan on Monday evening,
March 10.

SOPHOMORE COUNCIL TO
H
BLUE RIDGE
a
The Sophomore council is planning a retreat to Blue Ridge, N. C,
in the near future. Last year the
a
council held a most enjoyable and B
B
pofitable retreat at Blue Ridge, and
they are contemplating on doing B
the same this year.
The council B
has been working diligently during
the year and the time has arrived
1
when they are to go on this trip a
to refresh and encourage them. Dur- a
a
ing this retreat the Council wiii a
elect their officers for the year a
'30--31.
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TIIEO VAUGHAN TO RETCR-M
The associate secretary of the i.
M. C. A. of Clemson, Mr. Theo
Vaughan, has been at the Y. M. C.
A. Graduate school att Nashville,
Tenn., for the past three months
and, his return is expected the last
of March. Mr. Vaughan has been a
great asset to Clemson, and his return will be received joyously.
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ROY COOPER TO LEAVE
Mr. Roy Cooper, assistant secretary of the "Y" will depart for further training in the Y. M. C. A.
Graduate school at Nashville, Tenn.,
during the latter part of the month.
Mr. Cooper has been especially
interested with the Junior Council,
and has been working faithfully in
the upbuilding of the "Y" at Clemla
son. He is leaving in order to prepare himself better at this work and
will return to Clemson to share with
the cadets what he will learn.

1
1

Open During Intermission of MID-WINTER HOP

RETREAT OF CABINET
It has been definitely decided that
the old and new Cabinets will jour- 'SSBigHigfgiigffiSigffi
| ney down to Beaufort, S. C. for a
few days during the first of April to
hold their retreat near the seashore
instead of in the mountains. Dur- ^5aT TAT 'SiT Ta!' TaT TaT TaT 'W TaT T*T
ing the previous years the retreats
have been held at Blue Ridge, but
to afford a change they have decided to go down to Beaufort and
get a little of the sea breeze.

COMPANY BASKETBALL
The various teams in the company
basketball eliminations will be put
to a test during the coming week.
In view of the fact that many close
games have already been witnessed
in this elimination—this week's
playing will mark the true ability
of the teams.
ProDably the best
game of the schedule will be between company G and K or L. the
three highest standing teams in
the college. Company C in standing
JUNIOR NIGHT
in the upmost heights with five
Junior night will be held at the
victories and no defeats to their Y. M. C. A. at eight o'clock Friday
credit. Companies K and L have evening, March 14.
tied for second place honors with
The Juniors and their girl friends
four victories and no defeats.
will be entertained in a degree of
elaboracy. The evening will open
with a short program, and the latFRESHMAN COUNCIL
ter part of the evening will be deThe Freshman Council held its voted to recreation.
regular meeting Thursday evening,
March 6, at C:45 in the club room
CABINET MEETING
of the "Y".
The Cabinet will moet at the
The meeting was opened by a
home of Prof, and Mrs. A. B. Bryan
short devotional under the direction
Monday evening, March 10.
of J. R. Phillips. An open discusProf. Bryan has been a faithful
sion on unfinished busines was dismember of the Advisory Board of
cussed in detail. Jack Robinson
the Y M. C. A. during the past
was introduced into membership,
year, and has been a great help
and voted upon. After the discusto many of the cadets in many
sion delightful refreshments were
ways. The Cabinet is contemplating
served, and the meeting was closed
a vey interesting and enjoyable
by la word of prayer by Mr. P. B.
meeting.
Holtzendorff.

BIBLE STUDY
Bible study groups are held on
each company hall every Tuesday
evening from
eight
until
nine
o'clock, and these meetings will continue over a period of six weeks.
Two of these meetings have been
held, and, very favorable reports'
have resulted. On each hall a member of the faculty is the instructor,
and a designated Cadet is the assistant teacher.
The meetings are
reaching approximately two hundred
cadets, and have proven to be a
srreat success.
The subjects discussed at these meetings are:
1. "A Man of Action."
2. "Getting Started."
3. "Preparing to Live."
4. "A Dominating Purpose."
5. "The Will of Man."
6. "Finding the Guide."
7. "Fulfilling the Conditions."
8. "A Gowing Person."
9. "Working With Others."
10. "Taking Others Along."
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SOPHOMORE COUNCIL
Tuesday night, March 11, the
members of the Sophomore Council
will gather around an open log fire
in the boys hut adjoining the Presbyterian church. Mr. Crouch will
lead, the discussion, using as his
topic, "Preparing for Full-Time Religious Work".
A good program
will be in store and everyone will
|
be expected to attend.
a

J. 0. Jones Co.

i

GREENVILLE, S. C.
CHARLOTTE, N. C.
COMPLETE OUTFITTERS TO COLLEGE MEN
CLOTHING, HATS, SHOES, FURNISHING
ATHLETIC GOODS
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GOLD and G O U a H

EXIDE BATTERIES and BATTERY CHARGERS
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SMITH SERVICE STATION
GAS -:- OILS -:- WASHING -:- REPAIRING
Tka "QUICK RELIEF" CWd R.m^y for
ColLj. Stadaata, a»ld ky ■ Coll.il- Srndcat
rOUK DRUGGIST
. HAS OOLDEX

Jim Galloway
U. mIS.C. ,
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WEDNESDAY,

A. I. E. E.
The regular meeting of the Clemson Branch of the A. I. E. E. was
held in Riggs Hall on Thursday
night, March 6. After minor details were attended to, student papers on the following subjects were
read:
1. Life of Faraday—L. T. Rogers
2. Engineering and Public Ser"Do you call liquor your friend vice—J.M. Coleman
when it makes you shoot at your
mother-in-law?
"Liquor is no friend of mine. It
made me miss her."

|

M/^Z2^£M^^
Rag—Do youse tink cigar smoking is hard on de eyes?
Tag—Sure; I was nearly blind
before I found one worth picking
up dis mornin'.
Dumb—Can't you help me a
little? I've lost my leg.
Dumber—Well, I haven't got it.
Why don't you advertise for it?
Grace—Betty, Please brush that
sawdust off my back.
Betty—'S'matter, head leaking
again?

PALMETTO

LITERARY SOCIETY

The Palmetto Literary Society held
5ts regular meeting on Thursday
.night. March 6. The rats had entire
charge of the meeting, Rat Vaughan
presiding.
Two new members, E.
Morris and C. V. Rentz, were we!
corned into the society. The program was of a light nature and was
Sreatly enjoyed.
C. S. Brown led off with some
.10K.es, but his face was funnier than
[his jokes and he had to do most of
[the laughing. Next followed a debate on that antique subject, a discussion of the relative merits of the
^ash-rag and the broom. Rat T. O.
Bowen spoke in favor of the rag.
Iwhile Rat Thompson favored the
Kbroom. The rag could have been
hised to great advantage in gagging
[mjSery.
According to Mr. Montz,
Iftlr. Bowen, saving the listeners much
IMr. Thompson is a better contortionist than orator. Frequently during his lengthy discourse in extolling the wonders of the broom, he
Bras interrupted by cries charging
Jtreason to the Freshman Class. Amid
(whispers of bribery, the judges defer«u the victor.
Although not a rat, J. R. Wood
koke of his "Beat Girl". Mr. Wood
let the requirements of a rat well.

12,

Dusty—This climate disagrees with
my mother-in-law.
Rhoades—Does it? Well, it's the
most courageous thing I ever saw.

THE matchless flavor of Kellogg's Corn
Flakes has made it the world's most popular ready-to-eat cereal. It is enjoyed every
morning on hundreds of campuses from
coast to coast. Try it for breakfast tomorrow. Crisp. Golden. Delicious with milk
or cream. And what could be better for a
late bed-time snack!

The most popular cereals served
in the dining-rooms of American
colleges, eating clubs and fraternities are made by Kellogg
in Battle Creek. They include
ALL-BRAN, Pep Bran Flakes,
Rice Krispies, Wheat Krumbles,
and Kellogg's Shredded Whole
Wheat Biscuit. Also Kaffee Hag
Coffee—the coffee that lets
you sleep.

CORN

FLAKES

">

these being the dumbness and greenness. Judging from looks, one would
never have suspected him of having
a girl. The team of Vaughan and
Lathan completed the program with
some music.
Such melodies have
never been heard on Broadway. MayBroadway always be so fortunate.
As literary critic, Rat Montz was very
severe on his fellow rodents. However, no reports of duels or murders
for revenge have come in yet. At
this time it was anonunced to the
audience that they could finish their
naps in their rooms.

And dull care
withers on the vine
Jr
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PHI PSI
The Phi Psi Fraternity with the
faculty of the Textile Department
journeyed down to Sstarr on Thursday evening, March 6, 193 0, and enjoyed a delightful dinner served by
Mrs. Pruitt. Mrs. Pruitt is known
all over this section of the state for
her delicacies.
At the conclusion of the meal, the
pledges conducted a .cry Interesting
program, D. C. Turrentine acting as
chairman. The members of the faculty gave their ideas as to how the
fraternity could benefit its members
if the members would only take an
active part. After this hit of seriousness, several of the pledges rendered
some jokes in great style.
The meeting was adjourned with
everyone expressing a desire to return in the near future to repeat the
occasion.
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M ILLION
a day

Don't be always taking your work or love
affairs too seriously. It will only end by
proving you know less and less of more
and more.
The neatest trick you can pull is to slip
into the nearest soda fountain or refreshment stand — around the corner from
anywhere — and invite your soul to the
pause that refreshes. There and then,
seen through a rose-colored glass of delicious, ice-cold Coca-Cola, all things fall
into true perspective and you become a
man amongst men once more.
The Coca-Cola Company, Atlanta, Ga.
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| committee announced the plans for
the future meetings. He also suggested a joint dinner at Starr with
the A. S. M. E. and the A. S. C.
E.
This suggestion was heartily
accepted
and
was
unanimously
adopted by vote of the Branch.
After adjournment, a light luncheon was served in the Engineering
Library.

I belong to the army of the Lord.
Yes, but you are a long ways from
headquarters.

Him—If the devil lost his tale,
Mike—How fast have you ever where would he go to get another?
traveled?
Her—To a liquor store where
Hal—I have traveled at the rate they retail spirits.
of seventy miles per hour.
Mike-—That's nothing.
I have
Why is it so lovely in both
traveled so fast that you couldn't heaven and hell?
see trees or telegraph poles.
There isn't a blessed soul in hell
Hal—Why, how was that?
or a damned soul in heaven.
Mike—I was locked in a box car.
Mrs. Goodun—Land sakes, so you
Dusty—Say, Weary, your father
went through Harvard College? Did
was pretty wealthy when he died,
you take a diploma?
wasn't he?
Hard boiled—No'm; de night I
Weary—Oh, yes.
went troo dey wuz all locked up.
Dusty—Did he leave your mother
much?
Gentleman—Do you have that dog
Weary—Oh, about twice a week. along for your protection, sonny?
Kid—Naw. Fer other people's.
He—I fell down a hill with ten I got such a orful temper, I dassent
bottles of beer and. didn't break a lay me hands on nobody. De dog
keeps 'em orf. See?
one of the.
She—How did you accomplish
Angry Little Boy—Muscle Shoals.
such a feat?
He—I had them inside of me.
Muscle Shoals!
Kind Old Man—There, there, litBill—I fell into a piece of prop- tle fellow, why are you crying Muserty the other day.
cle Shoals?
Angry Little Boy—Because I am
Jack—Get out!
Bill—Yes; a fellow left a coal mad and that's the biggest dam I
hole open and I fell in it. But I know.
sued the fellow.
Math. Teacher—Now we find that
Jack—What did you get?
Bill—Six months for stealing coal. X is equal to zero.
Student—Gee, all that work for
She—Who were the first gamb- nothing.
lers?
He—Adam and Eve.
Friend—Say Bill, why do you alShe—How so?
ways hit your horse on the same
He—Didn't they shake a paradise? side?
Teamster—I figure that if I get
Jake—Did you know that a man one side to going the other side
can get drunk on water?
will follow.
Peter—Impossible; you can't get
drunk on water.
Trusty—I'll do anything I can,
Jake—I don't see why a man Warden.
can't get drunk on water just as
Warden—Well, don't put yourself
well as on land.
out.

GLUBS AND SOCIETIES

3. Coolidge Dam—J. H. Lewis
4. General Power Applications—J. S.Walker
5. Current Events—W. H. Richardson
These papers were not only instructive, but were interesting as
well. It is regretted that more do
not take advantage of the opportunity to attend these meetings.
The chairman of the program
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SAVANNAH ALUMNI ENJOY
GREAT PROGRAM
Continued from page 1
sey, Mr. and Mrs. George B. Sanders,
M. B. Saunders, Miss Leila Sandlin,
Pete Schirmer, Mr. and Mrs. J. S.
Watkina, Mr. and Mrs. T. A. Waters,
Mr. and. Mrs. T. M. Walsh, Wallace
Winn, H. O. Wall, E. R. Ringwald,
Jack Gotsinger, T. Kremer, Mr. and
Mrs. J. M. Mack, Mr. and Mrs.
Charlie Bart, Joe Rossiter, Bobby
Smith, Miss Howard, Pert Hodges,
Goat Touchstone, "Al" Rollins, Miss
Sara Glaghorn, "Gabe" Deadwyler,
Miss Josephine Hull, Dick Voight,
Bill Schachte, Charley Pace, Miss
Harriet Aldrich, Bob Young, Miss
Cathrine Bell, Boyce Bannister, Miss
Nell A'xon, "Stitt" Wilson, Miss E1frieda Barrow, Joe Adams, Miss
Beverly Trosdale, Gratis Deadwyler,
Miss Frieda Cunningham, Mr. and
Mrs. V. E. Merchants, Mr. O'Quinn,
Ridgeland S. C, Col. George Butler,
Mayor Saussy, Dr. D. W. Daniel,
T. W. Thornhill, James G. Gee, Mr.
and Mrs. Bill Wray.
MID- WINTER HOP ATTENDED BY MANY
(Continued from page one)
Miss Marjorie Schneider, Brenau,
with Cadet Fritz Mercer; Miss Mary
Alice Riddle, Talledega, Ala., with
Cadet O. D. Padgett; Miss Nettie
Smith, Spartanburg, with Cadet Ernest Riley; Miss Hazel Guess, St.
Matthews, with Cadet Walter Hane;
Miss Lillie Rickenbacker, Columbia,
with Cadet "Catfish" Evans; Miss
Sadie Parnell, Columbia, with Cadet
"Skunk"
Turner;
Miss
Marian
Green, Spartanburg, with Cadet "Bozo" Bozeman; Miss Claire Thornton,
Hartwell, with Cadet A. G. Thompson; Miss Virginia Kellers, Clinton,
with Cadet B. P. Eraser; Miss Ruth
Vaughan, Greenville, with Cadet
Dave Hunt; Miss Anne Dupre, Columbia, with Cadet Bob McCarley;
Miss Jean McPherson, Greenville,
with Cadet H. C. Whitmire; Miss
Selina DePass, Spartanburg, with
Cadet Bill Depass; Miss Harriet
Wannamaker, St. Mathews, with Cadet H. B. Hair; Miss Jack Wienges,
St. Matthews, with Cadet J. A. Wilson; Miss Grace Harrison, Greenville, with Cadet "Betty" Crawford;
Miss Anne Sue Walker, Greenville,
with Cadet L. P. LaBruce; Miss
Ifabel Simr.is, Spartanburg, with Cadet "Palm" Jones; Miss Helen Merriam, Chicora, with Cadet J. H.
Justus; Miss Adele Green, Carolina,
with Cadet G. W. Goldsmith; Miss
Sue Lesesne, Columbia, with. Cadet
C. C. Allen; Miss Andrina Parker,
Greenville, with Cadet Bill Barnwell; Miss Willie B. Taylor, Columbia, with Cadet Lionel Harvin:
Miss Louise Neely, Rock Hill, with
Cadet Bill Neely; Miss Rebecca
Herring, LaGrange, with Cadet Buck
Priester; Miss Mable Abbott, Central, -with Cadet Runt Barfield,
Miss Velma Pickens, Anderson, with
Cadet Bill Crawford; Miss Helen
Gray, Converse, with Cadet Jim
Welch; Miss Frances Johnson, Anderson, with Cadet Jimmie Chis'-nlm; Miss Evelyn Lively, Green
ville, with Cadet Gene Wilson;
Miss Louise Solomons. Greenville,
with Cadet George Warren; Miss
Fatsy Davis, Columbia, with Cadet
J. P. Miley; Miss Julia Elsey, Columbia, with Cadet Bu;h Davis; Miss
Adeline Fowles, Columbia, with Cadet Arthur Jackson; Miss Grace
Parnell, Columbia, with Cadet Jack
Valentine; Miss Mary Louise Smith.
Anderson, with Cadet T. R. Wannamaker: Miss Claudia McSwain, La
France, with Cadet Ben Freeman;
Miss Anna Tribble. Anderson, with.
Cadet Parrot Byrd: M'fs Mildred
Glenn. Greer. with Cadet B. Singleton; Miss Cathrine Bowen. Walhalla. with Cadet F. H. Bowen;
Miss Virginia MeCormack, Lauriuburg. N. C, with Cadet J. M. Lawton; Miss Cathrine McBrayer. Forest
City, with Cadet J. T. Hills; Miss
Eliza Stone. Greenville, with Cadet
Goat McMillan: Miss Jane Earle.
Campus, with Cadet Charlie Crutchfield: Miss Evelyn Daniel, Campus,
with Cadet Henry Jackson.
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end that conflict—that he sued a
prominent editor who criticised his
all-toc-Iaughable action in the case
for a million dollars (and was
Bditor's Note: The discussions and
(Continued on page 6)
opinions appearing in this column
do not necessarily represent tne
sentiment prevalent at this institution nor d» they necessarily receive
tue sanction of this publication. ConBy B. F. MARTIN
structive communications concerning
"THINK" should be addressed to
Editor of THINK in care of The
Perhaps in some neglected spot is
Tiger.
laid
Quoting Will Rogers from an inSome heart once pregnant with
terview with Henry Ford, the auto
celestial fire;
magnate would take college gradu- Hands that the rod of empire might
ates and educate them in order that
have swayed,
they may be able to make a living
Or waked to ecstacy the living
For this remark—which is typical—
lyre.
Ford probably patted himself on
These lines from Gray's Elegy
the back congratulatory to his own might well depict the career of
brilliance.
Turner Bynum, a young man only
In manufacture, Ford's genius for twenty eight years of age who rests
organization and production is prob- in the Old Stone churchyard. Byably not approached anywhere in num was a young man with unthe world; but, on a matter of so- usual intelligence and was making
cial relations, his thoughts imme a marked impression on the politidiately fly off on a tangent. One can cal history of South Carolina when
easily remember his Peace Ship dis- he came to an untimely end as the
patched to Europe in the early days result of a duel.
He was an antiof the World War with an object to secessionist, and as a result of some

THINK

HISTORIC GLEMSOi

WHAT

YOUNGER

COLLEGE

MEN

political propaganda published in a
newspaper of which he was editor,
became in a heated argument with
Banjamin F. Perry, later Governor
of this State. As a result of this
controversy, Perry demanded a duel,
and, our course, Bynum accepted
as a matter of honor. At Hatton's
Ford in the Savannah River these
men matched their marksmanship—
Bynum was killed.
A by-law of the Old Stone Church
stated that no man killed in a duel
could be consigned to its burying
ground—so Bynum's friends bore

*
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the body of their dead champion,
upon two pine poles, to the churchyard, where, at the very hour of
midnight and with a rain storm
raging, he was lowered into his
last resting place.
One of the
pine poles was stuck at the head
of his grave and the other at the
foot.
It is told that these poles
took root and grew into large trees
which continued to mark the grave
of Bynum until they were cut down
several years ago.
Certainly, the
remains of the stumps can still
be seen at Bynum's grave.

19 0 5—S ILVER ANNIVERSAR Y—1 9 3 0
Unusual opportunities for men who wish to enter the
life insurance field
Old Line Life Insurance with
Low Cost Guaranteed—Not Estimated
SOUTHEASTERN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
Organized 1005
C. O. MILFORD President
Southeastern Life BJdg.
Greenville, South Carolina

Capital, Surplus and Reserve for protection of policyholders over $3,900,000.00
asMswsiraiaaigsM^

DOING

WITH

WESTINGHOUSE

Special cars were needed ...
railway tracks had to be lowered, to handle
the transformers these men built
AT Conowingo, Maryland, is the
second largest hydro-electric development in the world. Power generated
there at 220,000 volts will be fed into
lower voltage transmission lines of the
Public Service Electric and Gas Company
at Roseland, near Newark, New Jersey.
The transformers that will perform
this transfer of energy are physically the
largest ever built, for their capacity is
sufficient to serve the home lighting
needs of a city of a million people.
Four in number, each is larger than a
house, weighs when empty as much as
a large locomotive and holds three
JTJL

E. W. TIPTON
University of Kansas, '25
Development of Commercial
Design

R. L. BROWN
Ohio State University, '22
Tap Changer Development

tank cars of oil. Four specially built
railway cars and fifty-two standard cars
of various types were required to transport them from the factory to the job.
At one point the railway tracks had to
be lowered so the units would clear an
overhead viaduct, so great was their size.
When spectacular jobs like this
come up, it is natural that they go to
an institution like Westinghouse. Pioneers in electrical development, Westinghouse engineers often know the
thrill of achieving the "impossible"
in seeing their work through
from design to erection.

Westinghouse

EMIL STEINERT
University of Minnesota. '25
Electrical Designer

A. C. STAMBAUGH
University of Pittsburgh, '24
Engineer of Tests

H. H WAGNER
University of Illinois, '27
Designing Engineer
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CORPS WANTS CODY

SPORTS

Athletics enjoyed an inactive period last week so far as any
competition was concerned. Both the boxing and basketball
teams completed their schedules at the same time, and
interest in sports simmered down after their finales. However, track and baseball practice provided those so minded
with a little chatter in these desultory days before spring holidays. Track especially seems to draw an enthusiastic group
of onlookers. The first intercollegiate indoor meet in the
south held at Chapel Hill last week attracted a good deal
of comment along these lines. Too bad Clemson did not have
a man or two entered in this meet. Such competitions advertise the sport as nothing else can. Later, perhaps, when conditions permit, the Tigers will run up a tidy total in some such
meets as these.
SWIM SAYINGS
Swimmings holds the center ot
attraction this week with a tour
south. The team will take on such
teams as Tech, Georgia, and Emory.
Tech, you remember, copped the conference meet a little while back.
The Tiger water wigglers have
paced along in fine shape since
then, and. at a rate a little better
than ordinary.
things'll be much
better balanced in these dual meets
than previously, and more will be
expected of the swimming team
than usual.
DIAMOND DABBL.ES
Baseball comes in for its share of
the sports spot-light soon. Candidates tune up every evening, and
Riggs field has that old-time spring
atmosphere about it. For some time
the catchers and. pitchers have been
warming up and the big "time"
started Monday.
Prospects look
reasonably good enough to predict
another state championship.
But
state titular honors aren't the only
thing the Tigers will be working
for this season.
It's about time
Clemson socked the Conference for
a few honors.
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SPORTS

THINK
(Continued from page 2
awarded one cent)—that he does
everything in his power to revive all
sorts of time-worn customs—that
remarks appearing editorially in his
"Independent" drew a law suit from
Aaron Sapiro, and, from that time
on, the "Dearborn Independent''
ceased to be.
Ford expects that colleges skall
turn out full-bloom geniuses, and,
in this, he misses the point altogether. A college ought, more properly,
to be an institution where men learn
how to live—a place where association gives a perfection of polish
and finish that cannot be obtained
elsewhere.
Secondary to this is
professional training.

ought, in twenty or more years of
Oscar Wilde—"God shows what
study, be able to learn tricks enough
to keep anyone "in a fog" for two He thinks of riches by the people
upon whom he bestows it."
hours.

French by radio is the latest, and
the credit goes to the University of
North Carolina. If you are interested, tune in on Station WPTF
each Friday night from 6:30 to 7.
Comment on the value o£ radio as
a circulator of entertainment and Instruction to the general public is
not necessary, for it is well known
that its continued use will contribute an enormous share toward making this country one of the most
highly educated in the world.

Watch my windows for bargains in Hosiery, Pa-

GENUINE Navy White Duck Trousers are BEST!!!
This has been proven. Ask any cadet who wears 'em
PRICE
1

NEW Spring Suits

$2.00
and

NEW Slippers

jamas, Underwear, and Shirts

HOKE SLOAN

conquerors, won the tournament. It's
always the way. It takes the best
in the crop to stop a Clemson team.
That might appear as a lot of
ranting with la prejudiced point of
view. Well, if it can be so named,
If you are one of those who were
let others make the most of it. Clemcompletely taken in hy the tricks of
son feels just that way. It takes
DeJen, the magician who performed
the best to stop Bengal teams.
in Chapel for the last Lyceum number, you might consider that any
man of normal mental capacity.

FOR CLEMSON

AT CLEMSON
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OMISING OUTLOOK
FOR SWIMMING TEAM
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Tankmen Meet Georgia, Emory, and Georgia Tech

This Week

The Tiger tankmen, embark Thursday for an uivcioion of Georgia.
Swimming is almost a new sport at
Clemson. No particular interest has
been manifested in this branch of
athletics in the past, bat under the
extensive plans advocated by "Mutt'
Gee this sport is gradually rising in
prominence.
Captain Robbie Smith and Crutchfield are the only letter men on the
team. Dupre, senior, Bozeman and
Jarrard, juniors, and Fisher, Montgomery, Hyde, and Cuttino, sophomores, comprise the remainder of
CONFERENCE HOPES
Speaking further of conference the team. With the exception of the
honors, the Tiger athletic program two letter men, no member of the
from now on will build up all team has ever participated in a colsports with such an end in view. legiate swimming event. However,
Next year Clemson will enter the under the critical eyes of Coacli
second stage of its athletic progress. Holtzendorff and Manager Eddia
For the past couple of years, all Robertson, a formidable array of
Tiger teams have been undergoing natators have been assembled.
Fisher takes care of the diving
preliminary courses in fundamentals
to base future successes upon. assignments. He has a whole bag of
From now on the old throaty roar plain and fancy tricks in his assortof a rampant Tiger will resound ment and can be relied upon to furnvictoriously throughout the South. ish treble to all opponents.
The sprint and distance men are
Clemson can and will do it. Disrapidly
rounding into shape and are
tinct advancement will be slow, but
gradually
clipping seconds from
sure, oh, so very sure.
their previous times.
The team attended the conference
CORPS STAGES DEMONSTRATION
Well, the cadet corps en masse meet in Atlanta recently, but due
proved to a waiting world Monday to the lack of practice because of
night that they were back of, for, repairs being made on the pool they
and unanimously with, Coach Josh did not show up very well. Since
Cody.
Starting the ball rolling that time they have had access to the
with a quiet announcement that water and have been grinding away
night at supper, the whole student daily and now look like a team.
body fell in on the small parade Beginning Thursday, the swimmers
ground, and marched single-file to will meet Georgia, Emory, and GeorCoach Cody's residence. There they gia Tech on successive nights.
This will be the first of a series
told him in their own sincere way
that they were entirely and whole- of dual meets in which the Tiger
heartedly for him. To make sure tankmen will engage and the outthat the administrative powers un- come of the matches will be eagerly
derstood what they desired, they awaited.
Probable Starters are:
then trooped over to President Sikeb
40 yard free style: Crutchfield,
and told him the same thing. The
cadets did this mainly because they Capt. Robbie Smith or Cuttino.
200 yard breast stroke: Bozeman,
felt that they owed it to the school,
the alumni, and Coach Cody. And Dupre.
220 yard free style: Fisher and
we think that they put across just
what they wanted to say in the be3t Jarrard.
150 yard back stroke: Montgompossible manner.
ery and Hyde.
ONLY 'BAMA BEAT US
Diving: Fisher.
The Tiger hasketeers enjoyed
100 yard free style: Crutchfield,
some measure of success at the con- Smith, Hyde, or Fisher.
200 yard relay fmith Jarrard
ference tourney held recently, when
it was learned that Alabama, their Pi b • and Crutchfield

Harnessing Niagara Falls
to the washing machine
Cheaper power! Groping after this modern
touchstone to wealth, deluded inventors slaved
over perpetual motion machines . . . informed
inventors evolved the turbine... broad visioned
men harnessed the rush of waters ... engineers
raised pressures and temperatures to produce
more power without corresponding increases

Good tobacco
in a pipe

of cost.
While, step by step, this progress has taken
place, the many men who have contributed to
it could not know what far-reaching results it
would have. Now the ultimate boons grow
clear. Water power development becomes a
national policy, steam bids fair to rival water
power for cheapness, economically produced
powerbrings more plentiful goods,lights houses
and hauls crowds in cities, is carried to rural
sections to lift washday drudgery from farm

That's what you want!
WHY do you hunt high and low
and everywhere, when all the
time here is good tobacco waiting to be
smoked in your pipe? Why not discover Edgeworth and be done with
your hunting?
Light a pipeful of Edgeworth. Roll
on your tongue the full-bodied smoke
that never bites and is always cool.
Taste the Edgeworth flavor—the flavor
that never changes. Learn for yourself
why Edgeworth is the choice of so many
critical smokers all around the world.
You simply must meet Edgeworth
somehow. Buy a can of it, or borrow
some, or let us send you several pipefuls, free, just to taste. Use first the
coupon and then restraint until the
postman comes with the Edgeworth.
You'll bless the day, for good tobacco
in a pipe is what you want.

women's shoulders.
Among the many industrial victories that are
behind this revolution, none is more important
than wider knowledge of piping materials and
better materials. One of the highly prized
chapters of our history is the contribution that
Crane research and valve engineering has made
to the general advance. The results of this
research are embodied in a Crane book, Pioneering in Science. It is a fascinating story of engineering development and a valuable reference
work for engineering students. A request will

Edgeworth is a careful
blend of good tobaccos
—selected especially for
pipe-smoking. Its quality
and flavor never change.
Buy Edgeworth anywhere in two forms—
"Ready Rubbed" and
"Plug Slice"—15( pocket package to pound humidor tin.

bring you a copy.

EDGEWORTH

iCRAN E,£

SMOKING TOBACCO
1
LARUS & BRO. CO.
100 S. 22d St., Richmond, Va.
I'll try your Edgeworth. And I'll try
it in a good pipe.

PIPING MATERIALS TO CONVEY AND CONTROL
STEAM. LIQUIDS, OIL. GAS. CHEMICALS

j
I

CRANE CO., GENERAL OFFICES: 836 S. MICHIGAN AVE.. CHICAGO
NEW YORK OFFICES: 23 W. 44TH STREET

Name.

Branches and Sales Offices in One Hundred and Ninety Cities
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